
Double materiality assessment
An overview of Hiscox’s approach



About double materiality
Outwards vs inwards impact
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Understanding double materiality
What it is vs. what it isn’t
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Double materiality is: 

- An assessment of environmental and 
social topics that are of most relevance to 
Hiscox and its stakeholders

- A process of gathering stakeholder input

- A process to prioritise topics to make 
informed decisions about strategy, future 
actions and disclosure requirements

Double materiality is not:

- An assessment of the entire universe of 
topics or views

- An assessment of performance against 
specific topics

- A static process – organisations and 
society will continue to evolve and so too 
will the outcome of future materiality 
assessments



The process
Stakeholder identification and engagement
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Shareholders
One-to-one 

interviews

Customers
Surveys

Brokers
One-to-one 

interviews

Workforce
One-to-one 

interviews and 

focus groups

Investment 

managers
One-to-one 

interviews



Business strategy 

and operational 

priorities

The process
Issues identification

5As this is a Group double materiality assessment, we considered Group-wide issues in each area.

Peer review

Media scan

Sustainability 

regulation and 

voluntary 

standards



Double materiality themes
13 Group-wide themes identified

6Through stakeholder feedback, DEI became part of ‘Being a great place to work’, resulting in 12 final themes.
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The output
Our first double materiality assessment for the Group



Understanding the output
The axes
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Understanding the output
Stakeholder prioritisation and weighting

Weighting

• Weighting based on each 
stakeholder’s power / influence 
and interest / knowledge on each 
sustainability topic

• Good practice ratios of weighting 
(internal vs. external) were used 
to weight responses:

– Impact on society and the 
environment – 50:50

– Impact on Hiscox – 70:30
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Prioritisation



Next steps
Embedding our materiality assessment

• Already informed our sustainability strategy and 2024 activity plans 
by considering high impact items. 

• Longer-term alignment with established risk management 
processes.

• Driver of longer-term sustainability plans.

• Periodic review to reflect strategic priorities and societal shifts.
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